Introduction.
Let P be any partially ordered set, with a greatest element / and a least element 0. 2P will denote the set of all subsets of P. We denote by &(P) the collection of set operators on P( i.e., functions on 2P into 2P) with the following properties for any subsets S and T contained in P:
(1) SCk<p(S) (extensive property),
(ii) if SQT, then (j>(S)Ck\<p(T) (monotonic property), (iii) 4>(<j>(S)) =d)(S) (idempotent property), (iv) if 5 consists of a single pointy, then d> (S) =4>(P) -{xEP\x^p} (imbedding property).
(We denote set inclusion by C., reserving C for proper inclusion.) Operators satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii) are called closure operators (Birkhoff [l] ). Following Ward [3] and Dilworth and McLaughlin [2] , closure operators with property (iv) will be called imbedding operators.
In any collection of set operators on P, a partial ordering may be defined by:
<t>\ fk fa if and only if d>i(S) C 02(5) for every 5 E 2P.
If {<f>t} is any collection of imbedding operators, we may define a g.l.b. and l.u.b. of {d>.} by:
[A{*.}](s) = n {*,os)},
[V{*i} ](S) = n {MS) I * E 6(F) and * ^ 4>t for all tt.
Under these definitions S(P) is a complete lattice [2; 3]. Dilworth and McLaughlin have found the concept of imbedding operator a useful tool in their investigation of distributivity in lattices [2 ], and Ward [3 ] has emphasized its significance for imbedding problems. However, no attention has yet been given to the structure of the lattice S(P) itself. It is the purpose of this paper to investigate some of the properties of S(P) which appear to be of interest. We obtain some general theorems concerning the structure of S(P), as well as some results of independent interest relating to imbedding operators. We also obtain certain conditions on P which are sufficient for 8(P) to be a chain.
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If <b and \(/ are set operators on P, <p\p is the operator defined by [<j>\p](S) =<p(ip(S)). For convenience of later reference we state the following easily proved properties of closure operators.
Lemma A. Let <p and ip be any set operators on P.
(1) If <f> satisfies (i) and \{/ satisfies (ii) and (iii), then 4>^\p implies fop=:\p(j>=\p. We now define two operators on P as follows: S* = { x E P | x ^ y for all y E S}, 5+ = {x E P | x g y for all y E S}. Note that if SQT, then 5*2T* and 5+3T1"1". Two operators which play special roles as least and greatest elements of $(P) respectively can then be defined by o>(S) = {x E P | x ^ y for some yG5J, V(S) = (S*)+.
Note that with this definition (iv) can be restated as <j>(p) =w(p).
From the definition it is clear that Lemma B. For any collection {St} of subsets of P, U{w(5t)} = co(U{S,}).
For the sake of completeness, we include a proof of the following known result. Theorem 1. If <pE$(P), then u^<p-^v. (2) For any <pEd(P), <£zw=<£.
(3) // the generating collections are partially ordered by inclusion, the correspondence </>->2(0) is a 1:1 order-inverting mapping of S(P) onto the set of all generating collections of P.
Part (1) of this lemma gives us an imbedding operator whenever we have a generating collection. The following lemma describes another method for constructing certain imbedding operators.
Lemma E. For a pair of fixed sets A and B contained in P, let a set operator \p be defined as follows:
+(S)=<»(S)ifA£u(S), = u(S)yJo>(B) if A CW(5). Then 4<E3(P) if and only if BrZv(A).
We omit the proof. The above kind of summation does not produce an imbedding operator when applied more generally, due to failure of the idempotent requirement.
The writers have found the "bracket operators" quite useful in constructing examples and counter-examples.
It would appear from the foregoing that 8(P) might be very large compared to P. Of course, this depends on the structure of P itself, but it is of some interest that for the set P diagrammed below, there are over 1000 distinct imbedding operators. Example. We give an example of an operator possessing no minimal extension. Let P consist of the elements 0 and 7, and an infinite set of pairwise incomparable elements. Define an operator 0 by:
(u(S) (if 5 is finite),
I P (if S is infinite)
0 is an imbedding operator, but the set 3C(0) is empty.
Definition. An imbedding operator is inductive if and only if for any chain {Zt} C2(0), U{Zt} £2(0).
Lemma F. // <f> is inductive, then for any S£2(0) and any x£5, there is a K£2 (0) such that K^S, and K is maximal in 2(0) with respect to not containing x.
Proof. Apply Zorn's Lemma to the partially ordered set of 0-ideals containing S and not containing x.
Lemma G. For any M in 2(0), a necessary and sufficient condition that M be completely irreducible is that there exist an Xo in P such that M is maximal in 2(0) with respect to not containing x0. Definition. B4,,t= {x£P|x£^(S)-0(S) for some SQP}.
Lemma H. If K is a nonprincipal <f>-ideal maximal in 2(0) with respect to not containing x, then xEB,,$. Conversely, if 0 is inductive, and xEB,,4" then there exists a nonprincipal <f>-ideal maximal in 2(0) with respect to not containing x.
Proof.
Let K be maximal in 2(0) with respect to not containing x, and let m be an arbitrary element of K*. Then m£i£, since K is nonprincipal.
But w(w) =<b(m)Z)K, so x£w(w). Since m is arbitrary, xEK*+=v(K).
Hence xEB,^. Conversely, let 0 be inductive, and let xEv(S) -d)(S) ior some SCP. By Lemma F there is a J? maximal in 2(0) with respect to not containing x, such that <j>(S) CIK. But xEv(S) =v<p(S)C-v<p(K) =v(K).
If K were a principal ideal, then we would have v(K) =K, and xEK-Hence K is nonprincipal. Definitions.
An element x in a partially ordered set P is an atom if and only if x covers 0. P is atomic if and only if for any element y^O, there is an atom x such that y^x. Theorems 2 and 3 state that if 0 is inductive, then {^|i/'^0} is an atomic sublattice of 3(P). We also have the following result:
Theorem 4. For any 0 in 3(P), the lattice {i/'|i/'=i0} contains a sublattice isomorphic to the Boolean algebra of all subsets of its atoms.
Proof. By Theorem 2 the atoms of |i/'|^'^0} are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of 3C(0). The set of generating collections of form 2(0) -£, for £QX(<p), when partially ordered by inclusion, is anti-isomorphic to the Boolean algebra 21 of all subsets of 3C(0). Hence the set of corresponding operators is isomorphic to 21 by Lemma D, and so to the Boolean algebra of all subsets of the atoms of {i/'|^^0}. This representation of 0 is clearly unique. 4. A sufficient condition for d(P) to be a chain. We first give an example to show that the converse of Corollary 2 to Theorem 4 is false. In the adjoining figure, the criss-cross structure of x<'s and y/s continues upward without limit, and is surmounted by an infinite discrete chain descending from 7. The only element of B,,u is p, but the operators X2,yi] and Xl,y,] are incomparable.
J, ** T\/\/\yt
With some slight additional hypothesis on P, we shall now prove a converse to the above Corollary 2. This hypothesis is not necessary, as will be shown in the next figure.
Definition.
P has the minimal condition if and only if for any subset A of P, A* has a minimal element. Theorem 6. If (i) P is a lattice, or P has the minimal condition, and (ii) B,M contains at most one element, then S(P) is a chain.
Proof. Assume that $(P) is not a chain, and that B,,a = [p}. Then there exist operators 0i and 02, and subsets A and B (which we may take as w-closed) such that: The following figures illustrate:
(1) the added condition (i) in the hypothesis of Theorem 6 is not necessary, (2) one can construct a partially ordered set P such that S(P) is a chain of any given finite length, (3) the hypothesis of Theorem 7 is not a necessary condition.
HP) = {«,»)
HP) = WHM
